Jellaby: The Lost Monster

Quiet but bright Portia has just moved to a
new neighborhood with her mom.
Adjusting to life without a father is hard
enough, but school is boring and her
classmates are standoffish -- and even
Portias mom is sort ofdistant. But things
start to get better when Portia mounts a
midnight excursion into the woods behind
her house where she discovers a shy and
sweet purple monster. Life with Jellaby is
exciting, but Portias purple friend has
secrets of his own...

Jellaby Lost r in the City While her classmates are book reporting on Dr. Seuss, Portia chooses more precocious fare:
ReasonJellaby: The Lost Monster Kean Soo ISBN: 9781434291950 Kostenloser Versand fur alle Bucher mit Versand
und Verkauf duch Amazon. The coloring of this graphic novel is superb and the creation of our friend, Jellaby is
super-cute. So when Portia finds herself being followed byJellaby: The Lost Monster by Kean Soo (2014-03-01) [Kean
Soo] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.: Jellaby: The Lost Monster (9781434291950) by Kean Soo and a great
selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now atJellaby: The Lost Monster: Volume 1. by Kean
Soo. Quiet but bright Portia has just moved to a new neighborhood with her mom. Adjusting to life without a
fatherJellaby: The Lost Monster: Volume 1. by Kean Soo. Quiet but bright Portia has just moved to a new neighborhood
with her mom. Adjusting to life without a fatherThis sweet and profound graphic novel provides a space for anyone
feeling particularly isolated and alone. Portia finds herself in a new house, a new school,(Jellaby: The Lost Monster )]
[Author: Kean Soo] [Apr-2014] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.Jellaby has 4277 ratings and 278 reviews.
karen said: grumble grumble.i grabbed this off of netgalley Title: Jellaby - The Lost Monster - Jellaby Book 1Jellaby:
The Lost Monster. by Kean Soo. Quiet but bright Portia has just moved to a new neighborhood with her mom. Adjusting
to life without a father is hardJellaby: Monster in the City: Volume 2 Unfortunately, dangers await, including a
tentacled monster with a taste for children. Jellaby: The Lost Monster.Jellaby: The Lost Monster Kean Soo ISBN:
9781434264206 Kostenloser Versand fur alle Bucher mit Versand und Verkauf duch Amazon. The Paperback of the
Jellaby: The Lost Monster by Kean Soo at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!Life gets better when Portia
discovers a purple monster. Life with Jellaby is exciting, but Portias purple friend has secrets of his own more. Read this
Book onAmazon??????Jellaby: The Lost Monster??????????Amazon?????????????Kean Soo????????????????????
Kean Soos Jellaby first became a book in 2008 after launching as a webcomic. It was quite popular, but publisher
Hyperion let it go out of printJellaby: The Lost Monster and Jellaby: Monster in the City were my first two graphic
novels. Published in 20 by Disney-Hyperion Books, JellabyJellaby: The Lost Monster By Kean Soo - FictionDB. Cover
art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards, publishing history, genres, and time period.
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